
 

 

Move Ahead with Instant Words 
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DIRECTIONS:  Fill in the circle before “YES” if the underlined word is spelled right.  

Fill in the circle before “NO” if the underlined word is spelled wrong.

 

 A. Will each boy go?

 B. What day will you 

1.  Seperate the red 

2.  Mabee Mother will let 

3.  A farmer’s buisness

4.  My uncle is my mother’s brother.

5.  She has a gold ring

6.  She will surve our food now.

7.  The child wanted his father.

8.  The dry dessert gets little rain.

9.  Glass will brake into pieces if you drop it.

10.  Indians used arrows for 

11.  The river water will 

12.  Who will direct the 

13.  We learn about th

14.  The cost of these

15.  Your size will increase
  

DIRECTIONS:  Write a good sentence for one of your spelling words:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

 

Name__________________________________________  
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Fill in the circle before “YES” if the underlined word is spelled right.  

Fill in the circle before “NO” if the underlined word is spelled wrong.

boy go? �

What day will you goe? �

the red things from the blue. �

other will let me go with you. �

ness is growing food. �

is my mother’s brother. �

ring on her finger. �

our food now. �

wanted his father. �

gets little rain. �

into pieces if you drop it. �

ows for hunting animals. �

ver water will floe down the valley. �

the music instruments? �

out the past in histry. �

se clothes is too much. �

increase as you grow. �

Write a good sentence for one of your spelling words:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Spelling Test Unit 33
 

__________________________________________   
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Fill in the circle before “YES” if the underlined word is spelled right.  

Fill in the circle before “NO” if the underlined word is spelled wrong. 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

� YES � NO 

Write a good sentence for one of your spelling words: 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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